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Pin Magnets

Used on whiteboards or any other metal-

lic sign boards, BLS Magnet’s pin magnets 

are great tools for any school or office, when 

creating dashboards, drawing up plans and 

schedules or as promotional items.
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FiXing tooLs

When drilling is not an option, magnetic 

fixing tools can help you to easily hang 

anything onto walls or ceilings in your offices, 

workshops or stores.

BLS Magnet’s magnetic accessories are used in many applications both at home, at school or at 

the office. Whiteboard magnets, for example, which are available in various colors and shapes, 

can be used for educational or promotional purposes. 

Many accessories such as ceiling magnets, magnetic hooks and shelf brackets thus find their 

way into stores, offices, workshops or kitchens, allowing you to easily hang tools and other eve-

ryday objects without having to drill holes.

Since 1987, BLS Magnet 
designs and manufactures 
innovative magnetic com-
ponents, equipment and 

materials...

“

”
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Used on whiteboards or any other metallic sign boards, BLS Magnet’s pin magnets are great tools 

for any school or office, when creating dashboards, drawing up plans and schedules. When 

used as promotional items, your logo or graphic work can be printed on the 

pin magnets upon request.

Pin magnets

BLS Magnet features a wide 
selection of pin magnets of 

different colors and shapes to 
meet all your needs and fuel 

your creative thinking.

  Neomag pin magnets

  «Water tower» pin magnets

  Plomag pin magnets

reFerences & sPeciFications
Pin magnets
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  Klumag pin magnets

«Water tower» pin magnets

Art. N° diameter 
mm

height 
mm

body
color

button
color

100.900/00/02 9 15 white yellow 
100.900/00/03 9 15 white white 
100.900/00/04 9 15 white black 
100.900/00/05 9 15 white green 
100.900/00/06 9 15 white red 
100.900/02/00 9 15 yellow white 
100.900/02/04 9 15 yellow black 
100.900/03/00 9 15 white white 
100.900/03/02 9 15 white black 
100.900/04/02 9 15 black yellow 
100.900/04/03 9 15 black white 
100.900/04/04 9 15 black black 
100.900/04/05 9 15 black green 
100.900/04/06 9 15 black red 
100.900/05/00 9 15 green white 
100.900/05/04 9 15 green black 
100.900/06/00 9 15 red white 
100.900/06/04 9 15 red black

On a regular whiteboard, «water tower» pin magnets can hold up to 10 A4 
sheets. Klumag pin magnets

Art. N° diameter 
mm

height 
mm

color

100.901/00 6 12 white 
100.901/02 6 12 yellow 
100.901/03 6 12 blue 
100.901/04 6 12 black 
100.901/05 6 12 green 
100.901/06 6 12 red

On a regular whiteboard, Klumag pin magnets can hold up to 8 A4 sheets. 

Neomag pin magnets

Art. N° diameter 
mm

height 
mm

body
color

button
color

100.903/02/02 17 10,5 yellow yellow 
100.903/02/04 17 10,5 yellow black 
100.903/02/05 17 10,5 yellow green 
100.903/02/44 17 10,5 yellow orange 
100.903/04/02 17 10,5 black yellow 
100.903/04/04 17 10,5 black black 
100.903/04/05 17 10,5 black green 
100.903/04/44 17 10,5 black orange 
100.903/05/02 17 10,5 green yellow 
100.903/05/04 17 10,5 green black 
100.903/05/05 17 10,5 green green 
100.903/05/44 17 10,5 green orange 
100.903/44/02 17 10,5 orange yellow 
100.903/44/04 17 10,5 orange black 
100.903/44/05 17 10,5 orange green 
100.903/44/44 17 10,5 orange orange

On a regular whiteboard, Neomag pin magnets can hold up to 20 A4 
sheets.

Plomag pin magnets

Art. N° diameter 
mm

height 
mm

body
color

button
color

100.902/02/02 17 7,5 yellow yellow 
100.902/02/04 17 7,5 yellow black 
100.902/04/02 17 7,5 black yellow 
100.902/04/04 17 7,5 black black 
100.902/04/05 17 7,5 black green 
100.902/04/44 17 7,5 black orange 
100.902/05/04 17 7,5 green black 
100.902/05/05 17 7,5 green green 
100.902/44/04 17 7,5 orange black 
100.902/44/44 17 7,5 orange orange

On a regular whiteboard, Plomag pin magnets can hold up to 5 A4 sheets.

Pinmag pin magnets

Art. N° diameter 
mm

height 
mm

color

100.911/00 19 25 white 
100.911/03 19 25 blue 
100.911/04 19 25 black 
100.911/06 19 25 red

On a regular whiteboard, Pinmag pin magnets can hold up to 22 A4 
sheets.

  Pinmag pin magnets

http://www.blsmagnet.com/punaises-magnetiques


  Rectangular whiteboard magnets
Ideal tool for dashboards or schedules, 
these whiteboard magnets can also 
be used as promotional items. Printing 
available upon request.

  Whiteboard magnets (flat top)
Ideal as promotional items, these whiteboard magnets 
are also available with anisotropic magnets for greater 
magnetic force.

  Whiteboard magnets (curved top)
Essential for whiteboards at school or in the office, these whiteboard 
magnets can also be supplied in an anisotropic version for greater 
magnetic force.

reFerences & sPeciFications
Pin magnets
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Pin magnets

BLS Magnet features a wide 
selection of pin magnets of 

different colors and shapes to 
meet all your needs and fuel 

your creative thinking.

Acting for life / artwork by Sandra Derichs

Whiteboard magnets (curved top)

Art. N° 
isotropic

Art. N° 
anisotropic

diameter 
mm

height 
mm

pull force (g)

iso. aniso.
101.700 100.700 9 6 45 120
101.701 100.701 12 6 80 190
101.702 100.702 18 8 125 290
101.703 100.703 22 9 230 400
101.704 100.704 27 9 370 510
101.705 100.705 32 9 640 1050
101.706 100.706 42 12 990 1650

After the ”/” of the article number, one of the following color code must be 
specified: 00 = white, 02 = yellow, 03 = blue, 04 = black, 05 = green, 06 = 
red, 07 = brown, 10 = silver, 11 = gold and 44 = orange. 

Whiteboard magnets (flat top)

Art. N° diameter 
mm

height 
mm

pull force
g

100.101/ 10 6 45
100.102/ 20 7 220
100.103/ 25 8 425
100.104 30 7,5 580
100.105 35 8,5 850
100.107 35 13 1600

After the ”/” of the article number, one of the following color code must be 
specified: 00 = white, 02 = yellow, 03 = blue, 04 = black, 05 = green, 06 = 
red, 07 = brown, 10 = silver, 11 = gold and 44 = orange. 

Rectangular whiteboard magnets

Art. N° 
isotropic

Art. N° 
anisotropic

length
mm

width
mm

height
mm

pull force (g)

iso. aniso.
101.710 100.710 12 12 6 80 190
101.711 100.711 25 12 6 160 380
101.712 100.712 35 12 6 290 525
101.713 100.713 45 12 6 340 650

After the ”/” of the article number, one of the following color code must be 
specified: 00 = white, 02 = yellow, 03 = blue, 04 = black, 05 = green, 06 = 
red, 07 = brown, 10 = silver, 11 = gold and 44 = orange. 

Rectangular whiteboard magnets with handles

Art. N° 
isotropic

Art. N° 
anisotropic

length
mm

width
mm

height
mm

pull force (g)

iso. aniso.
101.720 100.720 15 15 7 125 290
101.721 100.721 27 15 6 240 470
- 100.722* 52 22 6 - 835

After the ”/” of the article number, one of the following color code must be 
specified: 00 = white, 02 = yellow, 03 = blue, 04 = black, 05 = green, 06 = 
red, 07 = brown, 10 = silver, 11 = gold and 44 = orange. 

Note: The 100722 model is only available in orange with an anisotropic 
magnet. 

Printing
Upon request, BLS Magnet can print your logo or graphic work onto the 
whiteboard magnets (minimum order quantity may be applicable). Please 
contact us for more information.

Used on whiteboards or any other metallic sign boards, BLS Magnet’s pin magnets are great tools 

for any school or office, when creating dashboards, drawing up plans and schedules. When 

used as promotional items, your logo or graphic work can be printed on the 

pin magnets upon request.
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Magnetic fixing tools are usually the most practical solution to hanging on surfaces where drilling is not 

suitable, and thus find their ways into offices, workshops, stores and most commonly trade shows. 

Available in a wide range of colors and shapes, these accessories can be used in 

countless applications.

Fixing tools

While very handy when drilling 
is not an option, BLS Magnet’s 

fixing tools which are available in 
several colors and shapes, can 

also be elegant and discrete.

  Ceiling magnets
Rectangular or round with a hook or 
an eyelet, ceiling magnets come in two 
versions, with either a plastic or a steel 
casing. The first version is available in 
white, the latter is painted in white.

reFerences & sPeciFications
Fixing tools

Ceiling magnets with lacquered steel casing & hook

Art. N° diameter 
mm

height 
mm

pull force
kg

300.020 10 18 0,4
300.021 13 18 0,5
300.022 16 18 0,8
300.023 20 20 1,6
300.024 25 21 2,0
300.025 32 21 3,2
300.026 36 21,5 4,0
300.027 40 21,5 8,0
300.028 47 22 12,0
300.029 50 22 15,0
300.030 57 22 16,0
300.031 63 22 26,0

These ceiling magnets can also be supplied with either a hook or an 
eyelet.
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  Frame magnetic hooks
Frame magnetic hooks are used in offices, 
museums, cultural centers, and wherever 
metallic walls are used. The hooks are fitted 
with a very thin and powerful magnet.

  Rubber magnets
This accessory is a smart combination of a 
powerful magnet and a non-slip surface, which 
makes it great for hanging heavy objects, such 
as whiteboards, onto metallic surfaces.

  Magnetic suspension blocks
These suspension blocks, can easily be 
screwed or glued to the back of any object for 
fixing onto metal surfaces. Despite being only 
7mm thick, these blocks boasts a high magnetic 
strength.

Rectangular ceiling magnets (plastic casing & eyelet)

Art. N° diameter 
mm

height 
mm

pull force
kg

300.008 29 33 6
300.009 44 33 9
300.010 53 27,5 9
300.011 55 55 29
300.013* 90 55 30

These ceiling magnets can also be supplied with a screw or M6 nut ins-
tead of the eyelet. 300.013 MFPL8-B.

Ceiling magnets with plastic casing & NdFeB magnets

Art. N° diameter 
mm

height 
mm

pull force
kg

300.015 21 21 15

Ceiling magnets (plastic casing and hook)

Art. N° diameter 
mm

height 
mm

pull force
kg

300.003 43 30 6
300.004 52 32 9
300.005 62 33,5 14
300.006* 40 31 12

300.006 version with eyelet.

Frame magnetic hooks

Art. N° length    
mm

width   
mm

slip resistance (kg)

    steel     whiteboard

300.040 100 50 2,3 1,1
300.041 200 100 6,8 4,6
300.042 250 150 10,5 5,8
300.043 300 200 38,0 21,5

Magnetic suspension blocks

Art. N° diameter 
mm

height 
mm

pull force
kg

400.040 60 30 2
400.041 60 60 4
400.042 120 60 15

Thickness: 7mm.

Rubber coated magnets

Art. N° length    
mm

width   
mm

slip resistance (kg)

    steel     whiteboard

84.2580/11 75 50 8,5 2,5
84.2580/12 75 50 8,5 2,5

Notes: thickness - 12 mm
84.2580/11 version with M6 nut 
84.2580/12 version without nut.
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Magnetic fixing tools are usually the most practical solution to hanging on surfaces where drilling is not 

suitable, and thus find their ways into offices, workshops, stores and most commonly trade shows. 

Available in a wide range of colors and shapes, these accessories can be used in 

countless applications.

Fixing tools
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  «Nobilis» magnetic coat racks
Particularly suitable for use in offices with metallic partitions 
and / or cabinets. Available in various colors. Holding force: 
7kg.

  Magnetic tool / knive holders
Essential in any workshop or kitchen, this 
accessory, allows you to always keep tools or 
knives stored at hand. Made of ABS.

  Magnetic shelf holders
These magnetic shelf holders have been designed 
to let you easily fix shelves onto metal surfaces. Its 
design allows for significant carrying capacity without 
damaging surfaces.

  MFPL8 with M6 screw or nut, MFPL8B
This accessory can be used in many 
different applications such as an antenna 
bracket, etc. Several versions are available.

  Girofix
These magnetic fixing plates are mainly used to 
easily fix revolving lights onto emergency and utility 
vehicles. Two versions are available, using either fer-
rite magnets or much stronger neodymium magnets.

  «Moon shaped» magnetic coat racks
Slightly smaller, this model is available in several colors. 
Holding force: 6kg

While very handy when drilling 
is not an option, BLS Magnet’s 

fixing tools which are available in 
several colors and shapes, can 

also be elegant and discrete.

Girofix

Art. N° diameter 
mm

magnets

GIROFIX_D151TF 151 ferrite
GIROFIX_D152 152 neodyme
GIROFIX_D172 172 neodyme
GIROFIX_D172TF 172 ferrite
GIROGIX_D151NEFE 151 neodyme/ferrite

MFPL8 with M6 screw or nut, MFPL8B

N° art. longueur
mm

largeur 
mm

hauteur
mm

type

300.011/00/01 55 55 15 MFPL8  M6 screw
300.011/00/02 55 55 15 MFPL8 M6 nut
300.013/04/01 90 55 23 MFPL8 B

Pull force:
- 300.011/00/01: 29kg
- 300.011/00/02: 29kg
- 300.013/04/01: 60kg.

Magnetic shelf holders

Art. N° length    
mm

width    
mm

pull force
kg

300.065 130 45 12

Magnetic tool / knive holders

Art. N° length
mm

width
mm

height
mm

300.060 510 52 34,5

«moon shaped» magnetic coat racks

Art. N° length    
mm

width    
mm

body
color

edge
color

300.052/07/08 93,5 41,5 brown cream
300.052/08/07 93,5 41,5 cream brown

Pull force: 6kg.

«nobilis» magnetic coat racks

Art. N° length    
mm

width    
mm

body
color

edge
color

300.053/00/00 131,5 51 white white 
300.053/01/04 131,5 51 gray black 
300.053/04/01 131,5 51 black gray 
300.053/04/04 131,5 51 black black 
300.053/04/06 131,5 51 black red 
300.054/00/09 131,5 51 white dark gray 
300.054/01/04 131,5 51 gray black 
300.054/01/06 131,5 51 gray red 
300.054/03/01 131,5 51 blue dark gray 
300.054/04/01 131,5 51 black dark gray 
300.054/04/06 131,5 51 black red 
300.054/06/01 131,5 51 red dark gray 
300.054/06/04 131,5 51 red black 
300.054/09/01 131,5 51 light gray dark gray

Pull force: 7kg.
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ZI de Villers - Route d’Hussigny
54920 Villers la Montagne (France)

Phone: +33 (0)3 82 26 06 00
Fax: +33 (0)3 82 26 06 06

info@blsmagnet.com 
www.blsmagnet.com
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